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Anouk’s story 
about choosing your own happiness

Anouk Versteeg is working as a manufacturing & 
brand consultant for brands who produce artisanal 
products in South Asia. At A Beautiful Story we work 
closely with her. Breaking with the traditional lifestyle: 
Anouk has been doing that from a young age. At 24, 
she left the Netherlands for Nepal. For most people 
that is not the most obvious step. Moving from a 
prosperous country to one of the poorest countries 
in the world. What has she learned? And what makes 
her happy?   

Lees je liever de 
Nederlandse versie?
Scan de QR code:

Möchtest Du die 
deutsche Version lesen? 
Scanne den QR Code:

Coming home 
At 18, Anouk leaves home to volunteer in India and Nepal. 
She contributes to the fight against child prostitution. A 
rough period. Once back in the Netherlands, Anouk feels 
grateful for the meaningful work she has done. But the 
memory also feels dark and heavy because of the awful 
things she has seen. Such a pity. That’s why she returns to 
Nepal, together with her grandfather. They take a 5-week 
trip focusing on the beauty of the country. During that 
trip, her grandfather says, “Anouk, you walk around here 
as if you have always lived here.” Tears well up in Anouk’s 
eyes. It does indeed feel like coming home.  

Open arms 
On the last day of that trip, Anouk meets her current 
husband. Back in the Netherlands, she keeps in touch with 
him. At 24, she quit the lease on her apartment and leaves 
for Nepal. She needs to adjust and accommodate. To get 
an idea; there are 8 people sleeping in 3 bedrooms. When 
her parents come over, 2 residents sleep on the floor to 
make room. Her parents find it hard to accept, but for 
Nepalese, it’s the natural thing to do: you always welcome 
guests with open arms, warmth, and love.  

There’s a solution to every problem  
It wasn’t always easy to build the existence Anouk has 
today, together with her husband and 2 children. But 
she still has a positive outlook in life. Is something not 
working? She asks herself what she can do to make it 
work. Every problem can be solved with creative thinking.   

Getting stuck in expectations 
Anouk feels that many people get stuck in their social 
expectations. “Can’t find a job that suits you? Create that 
job yourself.” Anouk now works as a manufacturing & 
brand consultant for brands that make fair trade products 
in South Asia, and that’s what she does for A Beautiful 
Story as well. A job she created herself by gathering all 
the knowledge she needs. 
 

Breaking free 
For Anouk, breaking free represents letting go of thoughts 
and expectations. Anouk: “Try to think outside the box 
and go beyond your own boundaries. Because beyond 
those boundaries a lot of beauty is waiting for you.” 

“Try to go beyond your own 
boundaries, because beyond those 
boundaries a lot of beauty is waiting 
for you.”
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Each flower is unique and beautiful in its own way. 
The collection for this season embraces all these differences, 
because it’s the differences that create uniqueness. 
Which treasure makes you bloom? 

blooming 
with treasures

treasures
collection
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we care, we share
we co-create
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handmade with love 
and traditional 
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fun
dedication
patience

seahorse

luck
faith

good fortune

clover

change
adventure

insight

dragonfly

wisdom
hope

new adventure 

leaf

feather

protection
love

adventure

wisdom
protection
tranquility 

turtle

connection
communication

friendship

bee

connection
unity
love

starfish

protection
love

peace of mind 

hamsa

gratitude
wisdom

happiness

shell

friendship
loyalty

happiness

swallow

hope 
strength 
change

star

transformation
creativity
growth

butterfly

purity 
peace 

harmony

branch

love
warmth
self-care

heart

possibilities
attention

new opportunities

key

lotus

strength
peace
purity

hope
joy

imagination

poppy

purity
female wisdom

cheerfulness

daisy

dream 
happiness 

love

dandelion
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